University Council Approves
1990 Freshman Class Size

By SCOTT GIBSON

The University Council, meeting in a call to fill a large, administration building, voted unanimously last week to approve a resolution suggesting that as many as 3,300 freshmen should be admitted to the Class of 1990.

In adopting the resolution of the Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid the Council declared its support for President Fisher, who has stated that the size of the Class of 1990 would be limited to 3,300 students.

Details on the issue were approved by an apparent four that an increased freshman enrollment next year would not be beneficial to the University. The majority of the Council agreed that the size of the Class of 1990 should be limited to 3,300 students.

In the case of the Council's resolution, President Fisher stated that the size of the Class of 1990 would be limited to 3,300 students.

Career Forum Debates
Individuals in Business

By JIM BLEAN

In the midst of a series of forums on "Careers in the Business World," eight panelists debated "the role of minorities in business." In his opening remarks, President Fisher stated:

"We have a new and important challenge. We are in the midst of a new and important challenge. We are in the midst of a new and important challenge."

The panelists included:

- Hob Blair, who runs a local mailing
- Tom Allen, who runs a national
- John Morgan, a Philadelphia ac-
-"individual" in business
- "freak" to an executive of the DuPont
-
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The campus newspaper, The Daily Pennsylvania, reports on events and news on the campus. It includes articles about job opportunities, housing, events, and a section on campus politics. The newspaper also has a section on the music and performing arts, including reviews of plays and concerts. The edition features articles on campus politics and the Vietnam War, reflecting the political climate of the time. The newspaper also includes advertisements for local businesses and events. Overall, the newspaper provides a snapshot of life on a university campus in the late 1960s.
A Woman's Place is in the Background? University Women Gather to Say No

By PHYLLIS KANISS

Universities are quiet, students have been known to argue, but the women have surfaced. The question is whether the words they have spoken have been heard.

Saturday, February 27 at 8:30 PM.

The conference is the first of its kind, with many of the women university administrators and educators who are changing the climate of American higher education are gathering to talk about the specific problems that women face.

It is in this climate that Saturday's conference will be held. The conference is sponsored by Habonim, an activist Cathole Catholic layman, who is interested in the role that the church has played in the current state of affairs in relation to women's rights.

Dr. Sheila Tobias, an initiator of the Women's Caucus in Professional Associations and Resistance to Racism in the International Organization for the Study of Modern Women: Who is She? And Where is She Going?

Dr. Sheila Tobias, who has been involved in the women's movement for the past ten years, will be giving a keynote address on the role of women in the academic community. She will discuss the role of women in the academic community, and the ways in which women's voices are being heard.

Dr. Erika Freeman will conclude the conference by discussing the role of women in the academic community, and the ways in which women's voices are being heard.

The conference will be held at the University of Connecticut, and will include a number of women who have been involved in the women's movement for the past ten years. The conference will include keynote addresses by women who have been involved in the women's movement, and will also feature panel discussions on a variety of topics.
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I am in Economics class being taught about the Lorenz curve of distribution of wealth in the United States. I know that 90% of the people are accountable for more than 80% of the wealth, the problem here is that this does not always mean that distribution of wealth is fairly spread among people. The problem here is that we should not feel bad that underdeveloped countries are fighting against the replication of their land and people by capital and students. The students should be concerned with general policies not to be concerned with those who have more wealth and not to be concerned with those who have more wealth or no wealth at all.

I am also in Economics class being taught about the dangers of the financial system and bureaucracy. The financial system can be very good and can be very bad, but to be concerned with the financial system, all the students should be interested in the financial system. All the students should be interested in the financial system and how it works. The financial system can be very good and can be very bad, but to be concerned with the financial system, all the students should be interested in the financial system. All the students should be interested in the financial system and how it works.

I am in International Politics class being taught about the dangers of revisionism and bureaucracy. The dangers of revisionism can be very good and can be very bad, but to be concerned with the dangers of revisionism, all the students should be interested in the dangers of revisionism. All the students should be interested in the dangers of revisionism and how it works.

TRIP

During Spring Break
Bahama Islands

$179 to $219

Jan., Feb., March and
FREE Open Bar with Rock Band

ACAPULCO

$208 to $239

Jan., Feb., March and
FREE Discount Books

Get Off With

STUDENT TOURS

Cats Bay, PHL

DIETRICH HALL W—51

A.H. ROBBS

Sociology Department

WOMEN'S LIBERATION

Anselma Dell olio

Co-founder of New Feminist Theater

and member of N.W.O.

"The Rage of Women"

TODAY - THURSDAY

8:00 P.M.

DIETRICH HALL W—51

Co-sponsored by Connaissance

and Penn Women's Liberation

Anselma Dell-Olio

Founder of New Feminist Theater

and member of N.W.O.

"The Rage of Women"
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8:00 P.M.
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Philadelphia Union of Jewish Student Announces:

Alivah Conference

Workshops will include information on:

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

STUDENT LIFE

THE ROLE OF THE HOUSEWIFE 

KIBBUTZ PROGRAMS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

GUEST SPEAKER:

M. RICHARD ELKINS

B.R.C. and NEWSWEEK Correspondent in Israel

TAXICAB CORPORATION

DAVID EMETH CONGREGATION

BUSTLETON AVE., & URNTH ST.

PHILA., PA.

SUNDAY, FEB. 28, 1971

1:00 - 5:00 P.M.

by seymour cohen

Taking Care of Each Other

Editor's note: the article in the American Cancer Society Newsletter is reprinted in its entirety in this issue.

The Pilot Model is a hotel in Philadelphia that will be used by the American Cancer Society to provide a "Health Food Rip-Off." The 
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Friday, February 25, 1971

**Business Career Focus**

(Continued from page 1)

Speaking for women in business, a former student of an acid com-
pany said she felt women "must know what they are up against and be
prepared. Management has to take a look at organized action. This
is what we are talking about..."

Most mandates dissemble bureaucratic agencies in Washington
which, as one panelist said, "may not be able to do much, but they
possess their best and brightest talent..."

Although most of the discussion centered in business, the question of
what needs to be done in business was considered when a
bureaucrat from Washington pressed the need to do anything.

"We're never going to achieve moral change by making a difference,"
said one panelist. "You've got to get to the root of the problem."

"Let's get to the root of the problem," another said. "We're
just going to copping-out by not working on the problem..."

"But that's what we have to do..."

"If you think that's all we have to do..."

"We have to do something..."

"You can't do anything until you do something..."

"The problem is..."

"But..."

"And..."

"And..."

"And..."
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**Business Career Forum**

(Continued from page 1)

Speaking for women in business, a former employee of an airline company said she felt women "must know what they are up against and be ready to change by working to make DuPont within the system. Blair answered, 'I don't think women copping-out by not working lip service to making things nice for them. Women in business are currently producing as much as we can with less time at our disposal. The decision to sit back and let others do the work is a risk that women face in the business world than many students realize."

He also remarked that corporate America must do a better job of recruiting women from colleges, producing as much as we can with less time at our disposal. The decision to sit back and let others do the work is a risk that women face in the business world than many students realize.

**Secretary's Strike**

(Continued from page 1)

- "Pensions be decided as soon as possible if the amendment is qualified.
- The strike resolutions to faculty be rejected at that other University schools.
- The two vacancies in the pool be filled by March 1.
- A committee be set up to make the policy decisions concerning the secretary.

**University Council**

(Continued from page 1)

- Copyright the meeting by remarking that there "is no way of stopping a very large amendmentact" and adding that "I wouldn't want to see it happen."
- The University would not mean that the University would become more demanding.

**Hockey**

(Continued from page 5)

- Dick Belwari. "Their skaters are fast and our goalie is a dynamo."
- "They're definitely in contention for the division playoff."

**NOTICE**

**OF IMPORTANT ANTIQUES AUCTION SALES**

- Advance Notice of Special Sales to be held Friday, February 26th and 27th, and Friday March 5th, 1971. Sale starting at 2 P.M. and 5 P.M. each day.

**LUNCH DAD: WEEKEND TODAY AT A RATER**

**ROTC: UNIVERSITY DUPLICITY? WHY TO END THE WAY?**

- Low Cost, Safe, Legal
- ABORTION
- New York City, 425 W. 31st Street
- SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
- 222-48300
- 501-09881, New York City 1971

**Summer School.**

For those of you who don't want to give up one for the other.

Summer School at the University of California offers college stu-
Bob Dylan is coming to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, on September 29th, performing at St. Mary's Church. Dylan is set to play a variety of his classic songs, including "Like a Rolling Stone" and "The Times They Are A-Changin'." Fans can expect a heartfelt performance from the legendary musician, who has been a cornerstone of the folk and rock music scenes for decades. The show is not to be missed, so grab your tickets today and experience the magic of Bob Dylan's live performance.

In the world of college sports, the Penn Quakers are making headlines for their impressive display against Cornell. Despite being down by 5-2 in the first period, the Quakers fought back and managed to pull off a 5-4 victory against the Big Red. This win was crucial for the Penn team, as it solidified their position in the ongoing Ivy League championship race. The Quakers' resilience and determination were evident throughout the game, and their victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication.

The Penn Quakers' success against Cornell is a testament to their strong team spirit and collective effort. The team has been working hard throughout the season, and their victory against Cornell is a significant milestone in their journey towards championship success. The Quakers will continue to push themselves to the limit, striving for excellence in every game. With this win, they have set a high standard for themselves and are poised for further success in the upcoming matches.